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Facet Growth of 4He Crystals at mK Temperatures
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We have investigated growth ofc facets in good quality helium crystals with screw dislocation
densities0 20 cm22 along thec axis. Three distinct regimes of growth were observed. One of them
can be explained by spiral growth provided that kinetic energy of moving steps and their tendency to
localization at large driving forces are taken into account. In the absence of screw dislocations we find
burstlike growth unless the speed is less than 0.5 nmys, in which case anomalous, intrinsic growth of
facets is detected. [S0031-9007(96)00296-7]

PACS numbers: 67.80.–s, 64.70.Dv, 68.45.Da
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The interface between the liquid and solid phases
helium provides a unique object to investigate interfac
physics in a situation where thermal processes do not
turb the kinetic behavior of basic surface excitations. O
ing to the quantum nature of helium crystals, element
kinks on an atomic step can be regarded as quasiparti
moving freely along the step [1]. Highly mobile kinks an
steps have provided the standard framework for theor
cal description of interfacial phenomena in helium [2–
Typically, such a description has been very successfu
explaining experimental results, e.g., crystallization wa
in 4He [5]. First indications of subtle deficiencies in th
standard theoretical treatment were obtained recentl
high-resolution interferometric experiments performed
static properties of crystal facets [6]. In this Letter w
present data which show that striking shortcomings in
theoretical understanding appear also when dynamic p
erties of facets are investigated.

We have studied the growth of facets in4He crystals at
mK temperatures. Typically, the growth of facets at lo
temperatures is assigned to the presence of screw dis
tions [7,8]. Our results indicate, however, that growth
possible also in crystals with no screw dislocations at
along thec axis. In such crystals novel mechanisms a
needed for growth. Our experiments show that there
two mechanisms present at low temperatures: One,
tinuous at small interface speeds, and another, burs
at larger speeds. Both mechanisms are found to bec
increasingly effective with lowering temperature belo
0.3 K.

In these investigations we employed two-beam opti
interferometry developed in our laboratory for experime
at ultralow temperatures [9]. In the present work, our
terferometric resolution for the position of the liquid-sol
interface was well below 10 nm, which was obtained u
ing the Fourier method described by Kostianovski, Lips
and Ribak [10]. The experimental chamber was a polis
copper cylinder (f  17 mm, height 18 mm) with the
upper end sealed with a fused silica window whose n
mal is tilted by 2± off the cylinder axis. The lower end
0031-9007y96y76(22)y4187(4)$10.00
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was closed by a MgF2-coated fused silica wedge acti
as our optical reference flat. The cell was connected
copper nuclear demagnetization stage via a sintered s
heat exchanger with100 m2 surface area; the total liq
uid volume of the setup was20 cm3. Temperatures wer
measured using a Pt-wire NMR thermometer mounted
the top flange of the nuclear stage (T  0.3 70 mK) and
with a carbon resistor located on the mixing chamber (
300 mK). On the basis of previous experiments by
de Haaret al. [11] we expect that the lowest temperatu
reached in our experiments are around 2 mK, although
nuclear stage was cooled down to 0.3 mK in some of
runs. The basic heat leak to the nuclear stage was a
30 nW. The rate of pulsed light was varied in the ra
of f  0.01 3 Hz which resulted in heat leaks of 0.02
6 nW to the sample owing to light absorption on the w
dows. Pressure was measured using a Straty-Adams
capacitive gauge having a resolution of0.3 mbar.

The crystals were grown using regular commercial
lium with nominal purity of1027. Thec facets of our crys
tals were aligned almost parallel to the upper surface o
optical reference wedge (Df # 10 mrad), by following
the recipe described in the Ref. [12]; in these experime
however, we did not use any high electric field to enha
the pressure locally. Our crystals were nucleated at 20
by pressurizing the liquid slowly from a gas ballast at ro
temperature. First, we generated a suitable seed: the
pression of the liquid was commenced 0.8 bar below
melting curve which was a sufficiently low starting po
so that a crystal nucleated in a quite random position
the wall at an overpressure of about 3 mbar. After a
seconds the nucleated crystal either dropped to the bo
or started sliding down along the wall. By monitoring t
pressure change as a function of time we could see
which height the crystal dropped. If the height was lar
than 5 mm and the detached crystal landed almost
zontally, the seed was regarded as suitable. By kee
the pressure thereafter within a few millibars of the m
ing curve, all the subsequent crystals nucleated in the s
place and dropped in a similar fashion. About twenty t
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4187
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were typically sufficient to generate a crystal with a pro
orientation so that interference fringes could be obser
After nucleation the crystal was grown slowly (1 mmys)
across the bottom by heating a100 cm3 gas ballast on top
of the cryostat.

Growth of c facets was investigated in vertical motio
at velocitiesy  0.01 nmys 50 mmys. The movemen
of the interface could be measured either by tracing the
terference lines (y  0.01 50 nmys) or by using the pres
sure of the liquid as a level gauge (y  0.05 50 mmys).
A typical p vs t plot for an advancingc facet is shown in
Fig. 1(a) where the crystal is grown vertically at an av
age speed of 170 nmys. The curve shows several, almo
linearly increasing sections which are abruptly cut off
irregularly located points of instability. At the instabili
points the pressure decreases almost instantaneously
to 100 mbar which, according to the compressibility of t
liquid, corresponds to a sudden, rapid growth of the cry
by 200–2000 layers.

During the sections of growing pressure in Fig. 1(
there is, in fact, a slow, continuous movement of inter
ence lines. This could be seen more reliably by stab
ing the driving pressure below the instability region. T
rate for the slow growth as a function of pressure is ill
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FIG. 1. (a) Deviation of pressure from equilibriump 2 peq
vs time t during growth (kyl  170 nmys) of a good quality
crystal, nucleated and carefully grown at 20 mK. Betwe
the strong bursts of new atomic layers, seen as rapid d
in pressure, thec facet is growing less than two atom
layers per second. (b) Illustration ofp 2 peqst  0d vs t
for dislocation-induced spiral growth: the crystal is grown a
melted in a sinusoidal fashion using an amplitude of 0.5 m
The regions of motion (M) and nonmotion (S) of thec facet
were inferred from the movement of interference lines in sm
32 3 32 pixel snapshots illustrated in the inset (imaged a
0.5 3 0.5 mm2 close to the center of the cell). The grow
threshold Dpc  2 mbar is obtained from the extent of th
stationary region (S). The traces in (a) and (b) were meas
at T  2 and 20 mK, respectively.
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trated in Fig. 2. The rate varies in the range 0–0.5 nmys,
and it increases towards decreasing temperatures. W
our accuracy the velocity data can be fitted by a linear
pendencey  mf f, wheremf denotes the facet mobil
ity and the driving force is defined asf  asDryrldDp;
herea  3 3 1028 cm is the interatomic spacing,Dr 
rs 2 rl is the difference between solid and liquid de
sities, andDp  p 2 peq denotes the pressure deviatio
from the equilibrium. The resulting facet mobilitymfsT d
is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2.

We argue that the above behavior is intrinsic for cryst
without any screw dislocations along thec axis. We were
able to generate screw dislocations in our experime
by growing crystals horizontally at a few hundredmmys
or vertically at about1 mmys when T , 200 mK. In
the latter case, the distribution of measured instabi
pressures extended above 3 mbar which was a typical v
for creating new crystals in our experimental chamb
According to the interference fringes, the orientation
the crystal did not change upon such an event but sc
dislocations were created, which was seen as a dram
increase in the growth rate and as a reduction of the gro
thresholdDpc down to about1 mbar. The dislocations
could be eliminated by melting the crystal below its si
in the original creation process.

Growth of a crystal with a small threshold is illustrate
in Fig. 1(b) which displays one cycle of a sinusoid
growing and melting sequence. Initially, when heliu
feed to the cell is started, no growth of the facet
observed, just a gradual increase in the pressure.
growth thresholdDpc  2 mbar is exceeded at pointP
where the movement of fringes begins. The slight incre
in the excess pressure (,1 mbar) after pointP is identified
as originating from the force needed to get the interfa
moving at the wall; this extra pressure is seen to dimin
s

.

l

d

FIG. 2. Speed vs driving pressureDp  p 2 peq for slow,
intrinsic facet growth when spiral growth is absent and wh
bursts of new layers are avoided:ssd T  2, shd 10, sdd 20,
s,d 50, srd 100, andsnd 200 mK. The included curves ar
just to guide the eye. The inset shows facet mobilities obtai
using linear fits,y  mf f, to the data [mp

f  asDryrldmf ].
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slightly when the interface is moving. The threshold
2 mbar is also seen as a stationary section between gro
and melting.

The growth threshold for a facet is related to the dens
of dislocations by the formula [4,13]Dpc  sryDrd 3

2byl, whereb  0.014 ergycm2 [14] is the step energy
and l is the average distance between neighboring sc
dislocations of different sign. Hence, our smallest grow
thresholdDpc  0.5 mbar corresponds to a density o
dislocationsns  5 cm22. Our values are smaller by a
order of magnitude than the previous densities reported
Lengua and Goodkind [15] and by Rolleyet al. [14].

The velocity of c facets measured in a crystal wit
Dpc  0.5 mbar is displayed in Fig. 3. The data atT 
100, 150, and 200 mK can be fitted quite well by th
classicalsDpd2 power law [4] up to velocities30 mmys.
At T  2 20 mK, on the other hand, the dependence
pressure is nearly linear within our resolution. In all se
of data, deviations from the initial pressure depende
are observed at large velocities. A hint of the physic
reason for these deviations from thesDpd2 power law
can be obtained from the estimation of the step veloc
ys. This speed is related to the facet velocity by t
formula y  sayddys, where d is the spacing of the
spiral arms. UsingDp  2 mbar, y  10 mmys, and
d . 20sryDrdbyDp (valid for classical spiral growth)
we obtainys  300 mys, i.e., a value which equals th
sound velocity in helium. At such large velocities th
standard theory of spiral growth [4] is not sufficient an
modifications of the calculation are needed.

In our modified theory of spiral growth two new feature
have been taken into account: step inertia and localiza
of steps at large driving forces. The equation of st
motion can be written in the form

ms≠ysy≠t 1 ys≠ysy≠nd  f 2 bpayer 2 ysym , (1)
th
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FIG. 3. Facet velocityy as a function of driving pressureDp
for a crystal with dislocation densityns  5 cm22 (Dpc 
0.5 mbar): ssd T  2, sdd 20, s,d 50, srd 100, sed 150,
and snd 200 mK. The fitted solid curves are discussed in
text.
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wherem is the effective mass of a step per unit lengt
n is normal to the step,bpa  ba 1 my2

s y2 denotes the
step energy including the kinetic energy,er is the radius
of curvature of the step at a given point, andm is the step
mobility. Stationary solutions of Eq. (1), corresponding
growth of the whole facet with constant velocityy, were
obtained numerically.

At low temperatures, where the mobility of steps
large, ys  mf as before, but the asymptotic spacin
of the spiral armsd  pms2mabd1y2 differs from its
classical value, which leads to a linear velocity vers
pressure dependence as seen in the experiments. From
data in this limit we may estimate the step massm  s4 2

5d 3 10218 gycm which is in a good agreement with th
theoretical value [3,16]m  s5 2 7d 3 10218. At higher
temperatures, Eq. (1) yields the regularsDpd2 dependence.

In the “inertial” limit (m ! `) with constant values ofm
andb, Eq. (1) predicts a temperature independent veloc
y. However, the experimental values ofy in Fig. 3
decrease significantly at higher temperatures. In additi
the measured velocities display a tendency to satura
above 40 mmys. This can be viewed as an indicatio
of localization under large driving forces [17]. Such
behavior is expected for quantum systems with narro
band quasiparticles, like kinks on a step [1]. As long
kink movement implies the motion of steps, localizatio
of kinks might result in localization of the step itself. I
the regime of localization, the speed of a step is invers
proportional to the driving pressure and the mobility c
be expressed as

1ym  1ym0 1 hf2, (2)

wherem0 is the step mobility at small speeds andh is a pa-
rameter describing energy relaxation of “localized” step
Fitting of this formula to the experimental data in the ran
T  50 200 mK yields a temperature independent valu
h  3 3 102; at low temperaturesT  2 20 mK a rea-
sonable agreement is also obtained with this value. So
lines in Fig. 3 illustrate the good quality of our theoretic
fits for spiral growth obtained with Eqs. (1) and (2) u
ing the step mobilitym0 as a fitting parameter at constan
h  3 3 102 andm  5 3 10218 gycm.

Temperature variation of the burstlike growth mech
nism without screw dislocations is illustrated in Fig.
which displays cumulative distributions of instability pres
sures at three different temperatures. These distri
tions were measured at an average interfacial velocity
200 300 nmys but no variation as a function of spee
was observed in the range100 600 nmys. With increas-
ing temperature the asymmetry of the distributions ab
their median values becomes more prominent. In gene
the functional shapes agree with expectations for therm
and quantum tunneling [18].

The inset of Fig. 4 displays the temperature depende
of the median pressures taken from the measured distr
tions. There is an increase by a factor of 3 in the med
pressure whenT is increased from 20 to 200 mK; i.e.
4189
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FIG. 4. Cumulative distribution of pressure jumps in t
burst growth [see Fig. 1(a)] measured at an average velo
200 300 nmys; N denotes the number of nucleation eve
below the pressurep  peq 1 Dp. The median value of the
distributionsDpmed vs T is displayed in the inset.

there is a clear decrease in the average growth rate
increasing temperature. Above 200 mK, we were not a
to obtain good statistics since the pressurization quic
resulted in the destruction of this growth mode by the c
ation of screw dislocations.

In order to check the role of3He impurities, which are
known to have a bound state at the liquidysolid interface
[19], we added2.5 cm3 of 3He gas (NTP) to the ballast
volume and drove the impurities to the experimental reg
by growing and melting the crystal repeatedly (the origi
seed was kept unchanged). We relied on the fact
the heat flush effect should transport3He atoms quite
effectively to the experimental region once they entered
superfluid. After adding3He, the average pressure beca
approximately 2 times larger in the burstlike growth a
the rate for the slow intrinsic growth decreased by
factor of 3. Hence, we may conclude that the prese
of an enhanced amount of impurities is detrimental for
growth processes in the absence of screw dislocations

In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible
generate very good crystals by nucleation at 20 mK
the absence of pressure gradients. We have ident
three different regimes for crystal growth at ultralo
temperatures. One of them can be assigned to the sc
dislocation-mediated spiral growth provided that iner
and localization effects are taken into account. In
absence of screw dislocations, facet growth is typica
made of consecutive jumps whose occurrence in pres
displays a strongly temperature dependent distribut
At small speeds up to 0.5 nmys, we observe anomalou
slow facet growth, approximately linearly dependent on
driving pressure.
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